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The Keystone Newspaper is the official student newspaper of Kutztown University of
Pennsylvania.
We publish online each day during the academic year.
Meetings are held Tuesday evenings at 7 p.m. in the McFarland Student Union, Room
194. Students of all majors are invited.
Freelance writers and staff reporters are welcome to contact the editorial staff via
e-mail to pitch story ideas to editors or receive assignments. See the staff page for a
contact list of the editorial staff.
Deadlines are Thursdays prior to publication and are expected to be in the editor’s
inbox by 6 p.m.

Send questions to editor-in-chief Donovan Levine at dlevi646@live.kutztown.edu.

Review: Hayley Kiyoko’s perfume ‘Hue’

Arts &
Entertainment

By Spencer Ford - Recruitment and Retention Manager
After two years of testing and deliberating, American singer and actress Hayley
Kiyoko has officially launched and released her first-ever perfume, “Hue.”
The perfume, which was shipped out on pre-orders on March 4, comes in a sleek,
minimalistic, matte-red bottle, with gold detailing around the lid and on the
nameplate. The box packaging is a soft peach color, and on the back is an abstract watercolor painting of Kiyoko.

In an interview she did with Allure, Kiyoko said Hue is “a fragrance with fruity
notes, like blood orange, watermelon and lychee, alongside florals, such as
peony and rose; and a warm, deep finish of musk and cacao.” She also notes that the scent is gender-inclusive, as scent doesn’t have a gender, and that anyone who wants to use her perfume can.
Buying this perfume online without knowing what it smelled like was nerve-wracking for me, as I tend to
stick to the basics of what I know. However, I was pleasantly surprised when I received... finish reading here

Intersection Between Health and Community

NEWS

By Melissa Stough - Contributing Writer
On March 19, the Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center in Allentown,
Pennsylvania partnered with the Lehigh Valley Health Network (LVHN) and
vaccinated over 200 people with the COVID-19 vaccine.
However, what set this vaccine clinic apart was the community center’s emphasis
on people who identify as LGBTQ+ and also qualify as 1A participants and/or
individuals who are HIV/AIDS positive.

When asked how future vaccine clinics at the center will impact the Greater Lehigh Valley’s LGBTQ+
community, Adrian Shanker, Bradbury-Sullivan’s Founder and Executive Director, replied, “As a historically
marginalized and minoritized population, LGBTQ people experience many barriers to inclusive and
accessible health care. That’s why Bradbury-Sullivan LGBT Community Center offered LGBTQ COVID-19
vaccine clinics. Many of the people who received their vaccines through the center are LGBTQ, and a
significant number are trans or non-binary. The COVID-19 vaccine is essential, and we want to ensure that
LGBTQ people can... finish reading here

FREEFORM

Opinion: What Dr. Levine’s Historic Confirmation as Assistant
Health Secretary Means for Transgender Representation
By Michael Alberto - Assistant Freeform Editor

On March 24th, Dr. Rachel Levine made history as the first openly transgender
federal official to be sworn in. This confirmation is not only historic in the sense
that Levine is the first federal official that is transgender to be confirmed by the
Senate, but it is a milestone for transgender representation in the public that is
sorely needed.
Too often, transgender representation in the public eye misrepresents and
reduces transgender people to their body parts while ignoring their humanity.

Additionally, film and media representation of transgender people in general is
The representation of transgender people in film and media often hyper sexualizes the individual and puts
too much emphasis on genitalia, not respecting the human dignity of the individual and reducing them to a
source of faciniation and mystery, not as the people they are
The confirmation of Levine gives a positive representation of transgender people in positions of power and
authority. She was heavily involved in controlling the... finish reading here

Six KU Field Hockey Members Named NFHCA Scholars of Distinction

SPORTS

By Lauren Gudknecht - Sports Editor
Six members of KU’s field hockey team were honored by the National Field
Hockey Coaches Association (NFHCA) as Scholars of Distinction for 2020.
KUbears.com states that junior Katie Dotterweich and freshmens Erika Barbera,
Jillian Buchman, Alyssa Eager, Sarah Gatehouse and Mackenzie Hammaker were
recognized by the NFHCA.
These girls were six of 140 plus collegiate field hockey players who were named
as scholars. The program inducts those who have achieved a cumulative GPA of a
3.9 or higher in the first semester of their 2020-21 academic year.

KUbears.com recognizes coach Marci Sheuing for several repeat years of success on the field and in the
classroom with her student-athletes.
Since 2014, numerous student-athletes have had the honor of becoming... finish reading here
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